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IT’S ABOUT TIME

A True Complete EndPoint Protection 
Tool With Real Data Details

http://bit.ly/S1-services3

The Risk and Vulnerability Mapping by SentinelOne allows our customers to get both 
executive reports, including trends over time and scoring of the asset vulnerability 
status and also a straightforward, prioritizes list for the IT team to execute on that allows 
enrolling a patch management plan. You can schedule the reports or get it from the 
SentinelOne console or directly to your email. No additional installation needed.

What is What is the Risk 

and Vulnerability 

Mapping by SentinelOne

How we are different? 

1. A simple way to understand your security posture.
Without installing any additional devices, you get both an executive summary and an 
actionable list for your IT administrator to work by.

2. Scan the endpoints not your network.
If you rely on network access and firewalls to scan applications on endpoints, you’ll 
have to be a Sherlock to unravel the map connections between the results and the 
devices with dynamic IPs. Network scans require shared credentials or pose a 
credential management nightmare. 

3. Use one security solution.
Risk and Vulnerability Mapping is an integral part of the SentinelOne Agent. No 
additional installs or changes to your network are needed. Keep your security solution 
simple to let its power work at its optimal efficiency.

4. Implement a true Endpoint Detection and Response solution.
All standalone vulnerability scanner solutions share one weakness: they can only scan 
for known vulnerabilities. This is where the power of the SentinelOne EDR platform 
comes into play:  protection from unknown, never-before-seen malicious attempts on 
your assets.

5. Protect all your endpoints, of all platforms.
Today's networks are a mix of Windows, macOS, and Linux devices. SentinelOne 
protects all three platforms, for your desktops, laptops, and servers. The Agent 
automatically mitigates threats by its AI engines without impact on endpoint 
performance. Let the Agents tell you where your vulnerabilities are and then run the 
action items of the Risk and Vulnerability Mapping patch plan.


